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Abstract
This paper examines how architectural shape grammars can be used to procedurally generate 3D reconstructions
of an archaeological site. The Puuc-style buildings found in Xkipché, Mexico, were used as a test-case. We first
introduce the ancient Mayan site of Xkipché and give an overview of the building types as distinguished by the
archaeologists, based on excavations and surveys of the building remains at the surface. Secondly, we outline the
elements of the building design that are characteristic of the Puuc architecture. For the creation of the actual
building geometries, we further determine the shape grammar rules for the different architectural parts. The
modeling system can then be used to reconstruct the whole site based on various GIS (Geographical Information
Systems) data given as input, such as building footprints, architectural information, and elevation. The results
demonstrate that our modeling system is, in contrast to traditional 3D modeling, able to efficiently construct a
large number of high quality geometric models at low cost.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): F.4.2 [Mathematical Logic and Formal Languages]:
Grammars and Other Rewriting Systems I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry and Object Modeling I.6.3 [Simulation and Modeling]: Applications J.6 [Computer-Aided Engineering]: Computer-Aided Design
(CAD)

1. Introduction
This paper addresses the 3D reconstruction of archaeological sites using procedural modeling. This approach is particularly suited for archaeological purposes, as a historically
accurate reconstruction often depends on fragmentary remains and formal architectural "rules" as derived from similar buildings at other sites. In this paper we take Puuc-style
architecture at Xkipché in Mexico as a test case. Puuc is a
style of Pre-Columbian Maya architecture and tends to be
rule-based. Xkipché has been the subject of archaeological
research over a period of more than 15 years. This resulted in
the detailed mapping of the building remains above ground
and those recovered through excavations in several areas of
the city.
Being able to reconstruct large cityscapes is an important
issue for archaeology. These reconstructions should not be
limited to a few major monuments, but also include other
buildings, such as domestic quarters. In this context, trac The Eurographics Association 2006.

ditional 3D modeling tools often require too much manual work and their application is therefore overly expensive
for archaeological projects. In contrast, our approach proves
to be efficient and fairly simple. Furthermore, our procedural modeling approach allows for the testing of several hypotheses by adjusting some of the parameters. This results
in a powerful platform for archaeological discussion and exploration. Our contribution is the detailed formal description and grammatical encoding of Puuc stone buildings in
Xkipché. The implementation is based on our CGA Shape
grammar, recently introduced in [MWH∗ 06].
The paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we describe the archaeological background and related work in
procedural modeling. Section 3 explains the general formal
design of Puuc buildings in Xkipché. In section 4, we give
a short introduction to CGA Shape and present the rules to
generate the 3D models. The results we achieved are shown
in section 5 and discussed in section 6. Our conclusions can
be found in section 7.
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2. Background and Related Work
Xkipché is located in the Puuc region, a vaguely defined geographical area which includes the southernmost parts of the
state of Yucatan as well as an adjoining section of the northern part of the state of Campeche in Mexico. In this region
the Puuc architecture attained its ultimate refinement. The
ruins of Xkipché are situated about 9.5 kilometers southwest of Uxmal and the city was inhabited from the 6th until
the 10th century AD. The area beyond Uxmal was archaeologically not well-known until the late 1980s. Since 1991 researchers of the University Bonn (Institut für Altamerikanistik und Ethnologie) have been carrying out archaeological
excavations and a detailed study of the exposed building remains [Pre99]. They manually created a 3D reconstruction
of the so-called palace building using CAD software. But
these models were not very detailed and none of the surrounding buildings have been created.
Puuc is a subtype of Mayan architecture which is characterized by its veneer-over-concrete construction technique
resulting in geometric and repetitive façade structures. Well
preserved examples of Puuc-style buildings can be found at
Uxmal or Kiuic (see figure 1). In contrast to classical Greek
and Roman architecture, the formalization of Puuc or Mayan
architecture has received little attention from scholars studying the architectural remains. As a result, the current research could not build upon a formal definition of architectural rules and guidelines (with the exception of some short
paragraphs about architecture in [And75, Pol80]). However,
comparing Mayan and classical architecture, Andrews explicitly states in [And75] that "The smallest temple, including the platform which supports it, can be observed to be
composed of a number of discrete parts, or elements, whose
ordering appears to be dependent on a set of rules as explicit
as those governing the Roman and Greek orders." This quote
supports the feasibility of reconstructing Mayan cityscapes
by means of procedural modeling.

as modeling of Siza’s mass housing [Dua02], medieval
houses [BBJ∗ 01], castles [GBHF05], and Chinese temples [LWH∗ 05]. Our work is based on the CityEngine
software suite [PM01, MWH∗ 06], a comprehensive modeling system that allows to design mass models, create
architectural details, and place vegetation. In [MVUG05],
the grammar-based reconstruction approach using the
CityEngine has been successfully introduced to the archaeological community. Therein, the general CityEngine pipeline
for a stochastical creation of buildings has been described,
but no detail has been given concerning the architectural
rules (for an accurate reconstruction of selected buildings).
3. Puuc Architecture in Xkipché
3.1. Building Types
In Xkipché the archaeological research has identified eight
main concentrations of buildings (see groups A-H in figure 2), of which group B probably represents the ceremonial
center, whereas groups A, C and D have a residential character. The largest and most important building of the site is
located in the center of group A; it is referred to as palace
building.

Figure 1: Photograph of a well preserved Puuc-style building in Kiuic, Mexico.
Procedural modeling techniques for urban environments make use of L-systems [PM01, PL91], shape grammars [Sti75, Sti80, WWSR03, MWH∗ 06], and stack-based
languages [Hav05]. In many cases, the procedural modeling techniques are adapted to specific problems, such

Figure 2: Overview map of Xkipché with building footprints
and elevation. Additionally, the different excavation campaigns over the years are illustrated.
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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The archaeologists recognized 18 different building types
(illustrated in figure 3). Several of these types, however, only
represent one or a part of a building. One of the advantages
of Xkipché as a test-case is the level of preservation of the
buildings: a lot of the ancient stone buildings are still (partially) standing. Moreover, the shapes of the stones from the
respective elements are often very specific. In most cases
the archaeologists can easily attribute the architectural fragments, retrieved near collapsed buildings, to their original
place in the façade. However, details of the decoration - like
e.g. the number and arrangement of colonettes - remain uncertain in many cases. Although the number of stones found
can contribute to a more precise reconstruction of the original buildings, one can not neglect the fact that decorated
stones of older buildings have frequently been taken away
and were reused by the inhabitants themselves.

3.2. Building Design
Puuc houses were often built on a platform sub-structure,
a cut and stucco stone exterior filled with densely packed
gravel. The buildings have rubble-filled concrete walls faced
by a thin veneer of dressed stone. The dominant characteristics of Puuc-style architecture in Xkipché are a plain lower
wall (with openings) above a rather elaborate base molding,
and on the upper part of the façade a large medial molding,
a frieze (with or without decoration) and a usually high cornice molding [And75, Pol80]. This general building design
is illustrated in figure 4 (top).

Figure 4: Top: formal design of a generic stone house in
Xkipché. Bottom left: the same building in profile. Bottom
right: close up of a four-member molding.
Apart from the doors, the only wall openings were small
rectangular ventilators, often just below the medial molding. Wood was only exceptionally employed as door lintels
or unstructurally in the corbelled masonry vaulting system.
The average width of the door openings is about 100-120
cm. The door jambs had a strong tendency to incline inwards slightly [Pol80]. Puuc doors were sometimes framed
by columns with simple, rectangular capitals [Car86], complemented by small corbels at the top of each jamb.
The frieze decoration (if any) consists usually of
colonettes (serrated cylinders) or mosaic elements (lattice
work, T-shapes, stylized serpent heads, stepped frets...) of
limestone masonry, creating geometric repetition and symmetry. Other typical elements of Puuc façades were longnosed masks, often supposed to represent the rain god Chac.
This more elaborate decoration was frequently found over
doorways and at the corner of buildings.
Figure 3: The 18 building types found in Xkipché. These appearances have been archaeologically reconstructed based
on preserved building parts and the remains on the surface.
c The Eurographics Association 2006.

In [Pol80], Pollock gives an overview of moldings,
which can have several appearances. Three-member moldings seem to be most common in Puuc architecture, usually consisting of (1) an apron member, a middle rectangular
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member and an upper reverse apron or (2) an apron member, a decorated member and a rectangular member on top.
In Xkipché, some of the cornice moldings consist of four
members (illustrated in figure 4, bottom right). Other moldings only have one or two members.
4. Grammar-based Reconstruction
4.1. CGA Shape
CGA Shape is a grammar suitable for architectural design.
In this subsection we will give a short introduction to CGA
Shape necessary to encode the designs in the previous section. A more comprehensive description of CGA Shape is
given in [MWH∗ 06].
Shape: The grammar works with a configuration of
shapes: a shape consists of a symbol (string), geometry (geometric attributes) and numeric attributes. Shapes are identified by their symbols which is either a terminal symbol ∈ Σ,
or a non-terminal symbol ∈ V . The corresponding shapes are
called terminal shapes and non-terminal shapes. The most
important geometric attributes are the position P, three orthogonal vectors X, Y , and Z, describing a coordinate system, and a size vector S. These attributes define an oriented
bounding box in space called scope (see figure 5).

successor, and condition is a guard (logical expression) that
has to evaluate to true in order for the rule to be applied. For
example, the rule
1: fac(h) : h > 9 ; floor(h/3) floor(h/3) floor(h/3)

replaces the shape f ac with three shapes f loor, if the parameter h is greater than 9. To specify the successor shapes
we use different forms of rules explained in the remainder of
this section.
Shape operations: Similar to L-systems we use general
rules to modify shapes: T (tx ,ty ,tz ) is a translation vector that
is added to the scope position P, Rx(angle), Ry(angle), and
Rz(angle) rotate the respective axis of the coordinate system, and S(sx , sy , sz ) sets the size of the scope. We use [ and
] to push and pop the current scope on a stack. Any nonterminal symbol ∈ V in the rule will be created with the
current scope. Similarly, the command I(ob jId) adds an instance of a geometric primitive with identifier ob jId. Typical objects include a cube, a quad, and a cylinder, but any
three-dimensional model can be used. The example below
illustrates the design of the mass model depicted in figure 5
right:
1: A ; [ T(0,0,6) S(8,10,18) I("cube") ]
T(6,0,0) S(7,13,18) I("cube")
T(0,0,16) S(8,15,8) I("cylinder")

Basic split rule: The basic split rule splits the current
scope along one axis. For example, consider the rule to split
the façade of figure 6 left into four floors and one ledge:
1: fac ;
Subdiv("Y",3.5,0.3,3,3,3){ floor | ledge | floor | floor | floor }

Figure 5: Left: The scope of a shape. The point P, together
with the three axis X, Y , and Z and a size S define a box in
space that contains the shape. Right: A simple building mass
model composed of three shape primitives.
Production process: A configuration is a finite set of basic shapes. The production process can start with an arbitrary
configuration of shapes A, called the axiom, and proceeds as
follows: (1) Select an active shape with symbol B in the set
(2) choose a production rule with B on the left hand side to
compute a successor for B, a new set of shapes BNEW (3)
mark the shape B as inactive and add the shapes BNEW to
the configuration and continue with step (1). When the configuration contains no more non-terminals, the production
process terminates.
Notation: The CGA Shape production rules are defined
in the following form:
id: predecessor : condition ; successor

where id is a unique identifier for the rule, predecessor ∈ V
is a symbol identifying a shape that is to be replaced with

where the first parameter describes the split axis ("X", "Y ",
or "Z") and the remaining parameters describe the split sizes.
Between the delimiter { and } a list of shapes is given, separated by |.

Figure 6: Left: A basic façade design. Right: A simple split
that could be used for the top three floors.
Scaling of rules: From the previous example we can see
the first challenge. The split is dimensioned to work well
with a scope of size y = 12.8, but for other scopes the rule
has to be scaled. From our experience not all architectural
parts scale equally well, and it is important to have the possibility to distinguish between absolute values (values that
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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do not scale) and relative values (values that do scale). Values are considered absolute by default and we will use the
letter r to denote relative values, e.g.
1: floor ; Subdiv("X",2,1r,1r,2){ B | A | A | B }

where relative values ri are substituted as ri ∗ (Scope.sx −
∑ absi )/ ∑ ri (Scope.sx represents the size of the x-length of
the current scope). Figure 6 right illustrates the application
of the rule above on two different sized floors (with x-length
12 and 10).
Repeat split: To allow for larger scale changes in the split
rules, we often want to tile a specified element. For example

This example shows a building with one door. Buildings
with multiple doors can be generated by variations of rule
#4. The buildings have only one façade with a door. All
the other façades consist of a plain wall. The rule parameter pro jection in rule #6 is used to vary the thickness of the
wall (by extruding the wall with distance pro jection, used
for example in rule #16). The doorframe consists of three elements: the lintel on top and two jamb elements. Note that
the lintel is arranged directly below the medial molding and
that the jambs can be a little bit sloped (defined by angle
given with the control parameter jamb_a).
4:

1: floor ; Repeat("X",2){ B }

tiles the floor into as many elements of type B along the xaxis of the scope as there is space. The number of repetitions
is computed as repetitions = ⌈Scope.sx/2⌉ and we adjust
the actual size of the element accordingly.
Component split: Up until this point all shapes (scopes)
have been three-dimensional. The following command allows to split into shapes of lesser dimensions:
1: a ; Comp(type, param){ A | B | ... | Z }

where type identifies the type of the component split with
associated parameters param (if any). For example we write
Comp(” f aces”){A} to create a shape with symbol A for each
face of the original three-dimensional shape. Similarly we
use Comp(”edges”){B} and Comp(”vertices”){C} to split
into edges and vertices respectively. To access only selected
components we use commands such as Comp(”edge”, 3){A}
to create a shape A aligned with the third edge of the model
or Comp(”side f aces”){B} to access all the side faces of
e.g. a cube or polygonal cylinder.

5:
6:
7:

8:
9:

lower_facade : Shape.visible("front") ;
Subdiv("X",1r,door_w+2*door_ f rame_w,1r)
{ wall(0) | door | wall(0) }
lower_facade ; wall(0)
wall(projection) ; T(0,0,-projection)
S(1r,1r,wall_d+projection) I("wall.obj")
door ;
Subdiv("Y",door_h,1r){ Subdiv("X",1r,door_w,1r)
{ jamb(- jamb_a) | null | jamb( jamb_a) } | lintel }
lintel ; S(1r,1r,wall_d) I("lintel.obj")
jamb(angle) ; R(0,0,angle) S(1r,1r,wall_d) I("jamb.obj")

The moldings come in many varieties, but are all composed of the same elements. Figure 7 shows how the maximal four members of a molding are put together. The most
important geometrical parameters are the heights of the elements and the projection parameters (to control how far elements are extruded from the plane that contains the wall).

4.2. Reconstruction Rules
In the following we explain the rules that we created to
model Puuc buildings as they have been introduced in section 3. The rules are slightly simplified for space reasons,
however, they are in principal sufficient to capture most of
the variety of the Puuc architecture. The rules use control
parameters that can be read from the GIS database. As geometric parameter we use the building footprint. The other
control parameters are scalar values typeset in italics. The
first rule takes the GIS footprint and extrudes it to a volumetric shape. Rule #2 creates façade shapes for each building face. As seen in figure 4 a façade can be broken down
into several elements (rule #3). Note that we shorten height,
width, depth or angle to h, w, d or a to save space in the rule
description.
1:
2:
3:

footprint ; S(1r,building_h,1r) facades
facades ; Comp("sidefaces"){ facade }
facade ; Subdiv("Y",base_molding,1r, medial_molding_h,
f rieze_h,cornice_molding_h)
{ base_molding | lower_facade | medial_molding | frieze |
cornice_molding }

c The Eurographics Association 2006.

Figure 7: The five parameters defining the appearance of a
molding (plus the molding height). By setting the height of a
member to zero the element can be switched off.
All
three
different
moldings
(base_molding,
medial_molding and cornice_molding as introduced
in rule #3) are generated using the same procedure (initiated
via rule #13). The only difference is the assignment of
the different control parameters to the corresponding rule
parameters:
10: cornice_molding ; molding(cornice_apron_h,
cornice_deco_h,cornice_reverse_apron_h,
cornice_apron_p,cornice_rect_p)

This rule induces the creation of the cornice molding. The
rules for the medial and base molding are defined accordingly, i.e. with the corresponding control parameters. In the
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following, we show the rule for a decorated molding. We
also developed a similar rule to create moldings without decoration element (triggered via condition and then using other
projection proportions).
13: molding(apron_h,deco_h,revap_h,apron_p,rect_p) ;
Subdiv("Y",apron_h,1r,revap_h)
{ apron(rect_p,apron_p) | deco(rect_p*0.8-apron_p*0.2) |
rect(rect_p) | revap(rect_p*0.8-apron_p*0.2,apron_p) }

are screenshots from the interactive previewing system of
the CityEngine. High quality renderings can be created with
offline rendering.
Additionally, we extended the rules to generate other more
complex buildings (few of them in Xkipché). Figure 9 shows
a closeup of ornamented colonettes including mosaics and
figure 10 pictures a whole building. These images have been
created with Pixar’s RenderMan. Ambient occlusion has
been used to simulate the exterior lighting.

The four molding members are encoded as follows. All
members have in common that they consist of a projected
wall (described in rule #6): both aprons consist of a projected
wall and a sloped element in front of the wall, the decoration
member consists of colonettes in front of the projected wall,
and the rectangular member consists of a projected wall only.
Note that we call the projection parameters p, p1 and p2.
14: apron(p1,p2) ; wall(p1)
T(0,0,-p2) S(1r,1r,p2-p1) I("apron.obj")
15: deco(p) ; wall(p-molding_colonette_diameter/2)
T(0,0,-p) colonettes(molding_colonette_diameter)
16: rect(p) ; wall(p)
17: revap(p1,p2) ; wall(p1)
T(0,0,-p2) S(1r,1r,p2-p1) I("reverse_apron.obj")

The colonettes are created using cylinders. The rule just
creates one empty element at the end so that the cylinders at
the corner are not created twice. The modeling of building
corners is a common challenge to most procedural building
models.
18: colonettes(d) ; Subdiv("X",1r,d*1.2)
{ Repeat("X",d*1.2){ colonette(d) } | ε }
19: colonette(d) ; S(d,1r,d) I("cylinder.obj")

In the following we describe two of several different frieze
types: one without and one with decoration (colonettes).
Other frieze rules include the positioning of the masks (edge
mask and front mask) which are separately reconstructed ornaments of high geometrical complexity.

Figure 8: This image shows various buildings that have been
created in minutes by using the rule set described in the paper. Simple modifications of its control parameters lead to
the different building appearances.

20: frieze : f rieze_decoration == "none" ; wall( f rieze_p)
21: frieze : f rieze_decoration == "colonettes" ;
wall( f rieze_p) colonettes( f rieze_colonette_diameter)

5. Results
By using the rule set presented above, we are able to generate each of the building types listed in figure 4 in about 5 to
10 minutes (by simple modification of the control parameters). Additionally, we use rules for specifying materials and
textures that are not shown in the text. Please note that we
created all types according to archaeological data and we do
not use random variations for the reconstruction. See figure 8
for selected buildings, with interesting height and molding
combinations. These images are rendered in OpenGL and

Figure 9: The rules for colonettes and frieze have been extended to be able to reconstruct also more complex building
appearances.
c The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 10: Detailed reconstruction of one of the few highly ornamented buildings in Xkipché. The whole building has been
generated procedurally by using the CityEngine, except the complex mask ornaments which have been created with traditional
mesh modeling software. The image has been rendered in Pixar’s RenderMan.

6. Discussion
In this section, we want to identify contributions and open
problems that are of interest for future research.
Procedural modeling and archaeology: Archaeology is an
interesting application area for procedural modeling because
information is only available in fragments. Therefore, the
virtual reconstruction can not only be based on scanning, but
needs to rely on human synthesis of data from multiple and
heterogeneous sources. We believe that procedural modeling rules are an interesting and useful form of knowledge
representation for such a synthesis. First, these rules can
be used to create reconstructions that form the basis of archaeological discussion and presentation. Second, the rules
themselves are formal and comprehensive. This notation has
some advantages over a mere description in words, illustrated examples and annotated plans. The grammar framework ensures that essential parameters are not left unspecified and all information for a reconstruction is available.
Reconstruction detail: While we were able to create fairly
detailed reconstructions of Xkipché buildings, modeling is
generally an open ended problem and there are many opportunities for extensions: (1) It would be possible to integrate
more GIS data, such as the exact position of the doors - now
we only estimate door positions through the grammar. (2)
Moldings could be made more accurate by using more parameters. (3) Additional (molding) decoration styles could
be implemented - we discussed only the colonettes in detail.
(4) Originally, the building surfaces were covered with plaster and painted with mineral and organic pigments [Car86],
c The Eurographics Association 2006.

but since their exact appearance is still under archaeological
debate, we did not include colorful textures such as paintings
in the current model.
Efficiency and useability: The main part of the reconstruction work was reading and ordering the archaeological information and references (1 week). The model presented in this
paper has then been created in three days: one day of architectural analysis, one day of modeling the elements (mainly
the frieze-decoration was taking time) and one day for the
actual implementation and encoding of the rules. Any building in Xkipché can now be reconstructed in detail in 2 minutes, if the user specifies the 20 - 30 parameters describing
the building. We estimate that a professional CAD modeler
will need 2-3h for the same task, but he would also need the
models of the individual elements. Another big advantage
of our approach is that after the initial model is created, archaeological researchers can create new models without any
CAD-knowledge using a high-level user interface to specify
parameters.
Future work: We are planning to investigate approaches
to reconstruct the traditional houses (made of organic materials) and other aspects of urban environments, such as walkways and the vegetation in general. Therefore, we are working on a tighter GIS integration of the CityEngine by developing a practical GIS format which allows archaeologists to
define the needed attributes directly in a common editor like
ESRI’s ArcGIS system. We expect that such an integration
will enormously enhance the usefulness of our approach and
make it applicable to all kinds of reconstruction scenarios.
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7. Conclusion
We presented a method to procedurally create 3D reconstructions of stone houses in Xkipché. The reconstruction
is based on archaeological research and makes use of shape
grammars to encode the architectural design of buildings of
the Puuc architecture. We demonstrated that this approach
is a promising tool for archaeology, as it allows for the precise encoding of archaeological knowledge, simple and fast
parameter-based modeling, and accurate 3D reconstructions
of architectural content.
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